
 

BRIDGE BUILDING & OUR CHAPTER... 
 

   I came across this picture many years ago.  I 
have kept it ever since.  Though I believe it is 
photo shopped, I love the principle it teaches.  
What events occurred that created this situation 
above? When was this problem created? Was it 
not at the very beginning?  Surveys, stakes in the 
ground, layout, something very early in the      
process did not go right. 

   Before building a bridge, first you decide what 
type of bridge to build, identify the place for the 
bridge, then design the bridge.  A lot of time is 
spent excavating, back filling, stabilizing the 
ground, there is a lot of preparation that goes in 
before the bridge construction ever begins. 
   Over the past year we have been bridge     
building.  A lot of attention has been given to    
developing our foundation, deciding what type of 
chapter and chorus we want to be.    We have 
done well on this part.  There is still much to do, 
and without music we are not much of a chapter. 
   In my analogy, if one side of the bridge is music 
or the Silver Statesmen Chorus, then the other 
side of the bridge is the Las Vegas BHS chapter.  
Both sides are equally important.  I think of our 
current beltway and 

freeways around town.  Fully developed sections of the  
beltway have a faster speed limit than the partially            
developed sections.  Off ramps are even slower. 
   We need to have a chapter that is fully developed, and 
equally balanced with the drive and commitment of our   
music team.  A strong, fully developed chapter is needed to 
support the chorus.  If only the chorus is developed, then 
people will get frustrated, the speed in which we accomplish 
things will be reduced, and we will not function as well as 
we could. 
   So my point is, as we continue to build our bridge, please 
help us develop in all areas of both our Chapter and      
Chorus.  No one wants a six lane, 65 mph Chorus          
connected to a 2 lane, 35 mph Chapter.  Can you see how 
someone might at some point get upset?  Let’s all do our 
part. 
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The 2014 BHS International Convention in  
Las Vegas is less than one year away!  There is 
LOTS of work to be done in preparation.  If you 
haven’t been asked to be a part of the various 
planning committees, volunteer your time and 

talents!  We Need YOU!! 
We plan to break all attendance records,  

so Get Ready!!   
See Martin Judd and lend a hand.   

Steve Salmon 
Chapter President 



The Nugget is published quarterly and is the official publication of the Las Vegas Chapter of the Far Western 

District (FWD) and the Barbershop Harmony Society (BHS).  The Las Vegas Chapter is the home of the Silver 
Statesmen Barbershop Chorus.  The chorus rehearses each Thursday at 7 p.m. in the Christ the King Catholic 
Community Church, 4925 S. Torrey Pines Dr, Las Vegas, NV 89118. 

OUR REPORT FOR YEAR #1 
 
This has been quite a busy year!  For many chapters, it would have been difficult to             
accomplish the list below.  But add the fact that we merged two chapters/choruses into one at 
the start of the year, and it’s amazing that we were able to accomplish all that we did.  The 
leadership, our director, and everyone else in the chapter has worked very hard to make this 
merger a successful inaugural year for the Las Vegas Chapter, Silver Statesmen chorus!  
Congrats to us all... 
 

 

Events of 2013 
 

January 
Found a new place to rehearse 
Changed our name 
Auditioned Directors 
Created a website 
Created a logo 
5th - Installation Dinner 

February 
 Hired Jim Halvorson as our director 
 14th - Singing Valentines 
March 
 21-24 - FWD Spring Convention 
April 
 11th - Celebrated 75th Anniversary (1st annual Tag QT Contest) 
 27th - Rented our risers at the Bellagio 
May 
 11th - Division Convention 
June 
 Purchased the Trailer 
 Got new Name Tags 
 21st - Music Man @ Spring Mountain Ranch 
 30th – July 7th - Attended International Convention in Toronto Canada 
July 
 1-7 - International Convention 
 Larry Halvorson becomes the Lead Section Leader 
August 
 2nd - Celebrate Harmony Show – Anthem 
 10th - Celebrate Harmony Show – Starbright Theater Summerlin 
 11th - Celebrate Harmony Show – Winchester Cultural Center 
September 
 
October 
 5th - Celebrate Harmony Show – DSUMChurch 
 10-13th - FWD Fall Convention Bakersfield 
November 
 Attended Leadership Academy 
December 
 10th - A Holiday Extravaganza W/ CCC – Summerlin Library 
 12th - A Holiday Extravaganza W/ CCC – Flamingo Library 
 14th - A Holiday Extravaganza W/ CCC – Winchester Cultural Center 
 19th - Caroling at Ethel M Chocolate Factory-Cactus Garden 
 Released the new ballad to the chorus for next year 
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Our Mission Statement 
 

The Silver Statesmen is a men’s a cappella chorus hailing from Las       
Vegas, Nevada.  We specialize in the American musical art form of       
Barbershop Harmony.  Our mission is to share our passion for music  
with our community and enrich the lives of our audiences and           
members.  By striving for growth in our musical endeavors and our   
community outreach, we are constantly on a path of progress.  What 
makes all this possible?        .... It’s the music!  
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Pride and Responsibility 

Gentlemen, 

I would be lying if I thought that a year ago I would be in the position I 
am now. When I heard about the Silver Statesmen forming I didn't give 
it much thought and eventually decided that along with my brother, we 
would join the chorus to usher in my nephew, Dallas, into the hobby and 
give him the positive outlet that his father and I enjoyed at his age. Now 
I am here, humbled and honored to write this letter at the end of a     
remarkable year of accomplishments that far exceeded my wildest    
expectations as a barbershopper. Reflecting on this year, I came up 

with two words that summed up my thoughts on what transpired in     
myself, and I believe, in most of us that forged a new bond in the Silver 
Statesmen. Those words are: Pride and Responsibility. 

There isn't a time of day that I don't well up with pride at the accomplishments you made this 
year. For starters, you took an idea of merging two chapters (a task that historically has not 
been successful in the BHS) and rallied around each other to create a warm, welcoming, and 
empowering environment that encourages any man, young and old, to seek the brotherhood 
and harmony we share every week. I am so proud, I look for reasons to fit our chorus into    
conversation with my colleagues in the education field. I find myself even talking to random 
strangers and the chorus comes up. It is great to talk about what a positive musical experience 
we provide. We are one of the best kept secrets in town and I want to make sure everybody I 
talk to knows about our greatness. In addition, I love talking with our brothers in harmony from 
the Far Western District and beyond. Our name and reputation are already speaking for us and 
we are putting ourselves in an excellent light. I can't wait to show them what we have planned 
next. 

That pride comes from the dedication you show each other, your leadership, and me each 
week. Whether it is showing up early for choreography rehearsals, helping to set up and take 
down the risers each week, chipping in to help a brother in need or even just an email or a 
phone call to let them know they are missed, you show a sense of pride in what you built; and it 
is exciting to watch you all get behind each other for a great common goal. This brings me to my 
second word, responsibility.  

Responsibility may be one of the easiest life skills to understand and yet still be one of the  
hardest to accomplish on a daily basis. How many New Year's resolutions have gone            
unfulfilled? How many times have we all started something great only to never finish it? It is a 
part of life and part of the learning process. It would be easy to sit back on this glorious year and 
feel like we have arrived. We might think that our cup hath runneth over and all that comes after 
this is gravy. The truth is that we've only begun. Now the challenge is upholding our reputation. 
Just like fishing or hunting stories, our accomplishments get grander with time, so it will be up to 
us to ensure that every time we take the stage for an audience, we are living up to the latest 
and greatest "recollection" of our existence. That means that our success has to breed more 
success. We are responsible to each other, our community, our district brethren and our    
founding organization.  Each week we get together, we are going to be just better enough to live 
up to our own "fishing story".  

What excites me the most about this proposition is that you are fully capable of it!  Every one of 
you is capable of leading from his chair or his place on the risers. No one will ever hold you 
back and say, "you know, you might be getting too good." or ,"you came to chorus way too   
prepared this week!" You are all capable of envisioning your future within the chorus and the 
future of the chorus as a whole. Knowing that you have already been an active participant in the 
success, you possess the ability to take us wherever we need to go. It will all come down to our 
ability to be responsible barbershoppers; not for winning a contest but for winning over a     
community and city built on quality entertainment. Let's take ourselves out of the mold that   
people want to put us in, educate and elevate ourselves and our hobby, and give them back an 
experience they will never forget. 

I thank you all for the privilege to serve as your director, and I encourage you all to join me in 
feeling the power that music, performed to the best of our ability, has to change the lives of 
each of us and the people we touch with song. Here's to another wonderful and awe-inspiring 
year with the Silver Statesmen! 

Jim             

Jim Halvorson 
Director 



The Silver Statesmen joined forces with the Sweet Adelines’ Celebrity City Chorus this year 
for a joint “Holiday Extravaganza” at three different venues.  Two ladies’ quartets (Tonality 
and Vegas Flare) and three men’s quartets (Good Times, Silver Knights, and A Capoca-
lypse) provided extra sizzle with rousing renditions of holiday favorites. 
 
Both choruses combined on the risers to sing Baby, It’s Cold Outside and Go Tell It on 
the Mountain to the delight of the audiences.   
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COME JOIN US 
 

If you have recently moved to Las Vegas, are just visiting, or have lived 
here all your life, we want you to feel welcome at any of our meetings. 
WHERE:  Christ the King Community Church, 4925 S. Torrey Pines Dr,       
Las Vegas, NV (the SW corner of Torrey Pines & West Tropicana Blvd) 
WHEN:  Thursday evenings from 7:00 - 9:30 p.m. 
WHY:  Because if you are between 10 - 110 years old, like to sing, and can 
carry a tune in a bucket, we’d love to have you come and enjoy the     
evening with us. 

 
Visitors are always welcome! 



The Silver Statesmen “Lineup”  
 
TENORS 
Buehrer, Roger 
Conner, Mike 
Halvorson, Dallas 
Mininger, John 
Pierce, Xavier 
Preston, Randy 
Salmon, Collin 
Spinks, Philip 
Weiss, Albert 
 
 

LEAD 
Anderson, Roger 
Coon, Rich 
Cuevas, Gil 
Gashi, Antwun 
Halvorson, Larry 
Hettinga, Warren 
Hurwitz, Mike 
Ives, Rick 
Jones, Rick 
Klaus, Bill 
Lambert, Ivan 
Larson, Dave 
Lenox, John 
Litchfield, Larry 
Murphy, Dick 
Payton, Joe 
Peck, John 
Poon, Hon 
Pratt, Keith 
Pruszka, Dave 
Pucci, Roc 
Salmon, Steve 
Salz, Don 
Sonneman, Phil 
Thomas, Jerry 

 
DIRECTOR 
 

Jim Halvorson 

-  as of 1 January 2014 
 
BASS 
Alvarez, Jerry 
Amblad, Bob 
Beatty, Matthew 
Bye, Jerry 
Craig, Herb 
Dreyer, Greg 
Feeney, Peter 
Goldberg, Fred 
Green, Fred 
Hill, Billy 
Hulbert, John 
Johnson, Dennis 
Johnson, James 
Judd, Martin 
Kennedy, Dave 
Lusk, Bill 
Marty, Ross 
Massa, JD 
McDonnell, Walter 
Mondi, Nino 
Morrison, Dick 
Pechart, Larry 
Sullivan, Sully 
White, Wes 
Wines, Chuck 
Wyson, Joe 
 

 

BARITONE 
Ackers, Stan 
Adler, Bud 
Cotton, Ed 
Floyd, Dave 
Hunt, Dean 
Krausman, Ernie 
Kreider, Paul 
McNabb, Brandon 
Raybeck, Jerry 
Salmon, Isaac 
Sellnow, Brian 
Straub, Walter 
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Newest Chapter Members and 
Men of Note Credit 

 
Jerry Bye (Bass)  

 

ABOUT AGE AND ABILITY 
 

**  At 7, Mozart had his first composition 
published. 
**  At 20, Mickey Mantle hit 23 home runs 
his first year in the majors. 
**  At 17, Joan of Arc led an army in defense 
of France. 
**  At 14, country singer LeeAnn Rimes won 
her first two Grammys. 
 

BY THE SAME TOKEN: 

**  At 78, Grandma Moses started painting 
and was still participating in one-woman art 
shows well into her nineties. 
**  At 71, Golda Meir became Israel's Prime   
Minister  
**  At 81, Benjamin Franklin was a framer of 
the U.S. Constitution. 
**  At 94, one of George Bernard Shaw's 
plays was produced. 
 
It's WHAT you do that counts - 
not when you do it. SING ON! 

 



A Few Crafted Notes 
 

by Dan Lenahan, Chorus Director  
for the Johnnycake Ridge Singers, North Coast Chapter 

Edited (to bring current) by Fred Green 
 

Recently, I was learning some Christmas music for a quartet just for our Christmas 
show.  I had been asked to sing bass, and I was flattered, but changing gears to an-
other voice part is very challenging.  Each voice part has its issues.  
 
When I sing bass I have a tendency to scoop notes here and there.  I don't scoop 
when I sing tenor.  Tuning as a bass is harder, because the band width in the bass 
notes varies so much more.  I feel like I'm singing with a vibrato when I switch from 
tenor to bass.  The tenor notes are easier to locate, and easier to tune, but if a tenor is 
off pitch it can clear a room.  It is the least pretty of sounds! 
 
Trying to match with different voice parts requires some coaching.  The chord is made 
in a space in the room where the voices physically touch.  Listen to a quartet that does 
not center their sound, and you will hear two-part and three-part chords.  Focus of 
sound, volume considerations, timing, balancing the voice parts, singing with color and 
feeling, singing in tune, singing comparable vowels, and support of the vocal mecha-
nism all serve a purpose.  
 
These tools all get attention in coaching to improve our sound.  Getting all these 
things into our singing is what makes us entertaining, and not just to our audience.  We 
enjoy singing more when we pay attention to all the finer details. 

Silver Statesmen Have the Best!! 
 
With the help and coaching of our director, Jim Halvorson, the Silver Statesmen    
chorus continues to hone our craft and strive for those ringing chords we all love to 
hear.  The following is an unsolicited testimonial by one of our members after a      
Saturday extra rehearsal in preparation for our Christmas shows... 
 

 
It was one of the most fantastic musical experiences I’ve ever encountered.  Jim   
started singing Lo How A Rose E'er Blooming and kept stopping us here and there, 
asking for more this and more that.  We did it for at last a half hour...maybe more.  It 
urged particular crescendos, soft spots, diction clarity, all the stuff the Mormon       
Tabernacle Choir does.   
 
As I was singing it, reflecting on my church choir and our Robert Shaw quality sounds, 
tears came to my eyes and I became embarrassed.  It was more beautiful as we kept 
going.  Finally, Jim ended the enchantment and just stood there in awe of what we just 
did.  I was full of goose bumps and simply savored the moments past.  It was a thrilling 
highlight of the day’s rehearsal.  I think other guys had the same moving experiences 
as I did. 
 
I went up afterward and thanked Jim for the experience and for stirring up my        
emotions and he, humbly, responded with the fact it was us guys who sang it so   
beautifully, not him!  He’s a remarkable director and I predict a brilliant future for him in 
the decades ahead.  My pal, Dave (Kennedy), totally agrees with me that Jim definitely 
has a way of bringing out the best in all of us.  And you can share my feelings ‘cause 
everyone I talked to expressed the same sentiments!  My goosebumps and eye    
moisture were real.       ~ Larry Litchfield (Lead) 
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Quartet Activities 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In November, Broadcast sang at the West Charleston Enrichment Academy (private 
school).  The students especially enjoyed the group’s rendition of “Daddy Sang Bass....”  
Below is a Thank You note received from the school.  Our community outreach efforts 
seek to instill our love of barbershop in the minds and hearts of all who hear us.  Thank 
you, Broadcast, for continuing to show the kids what it’s all about...  
 
See a short video of the quartet in the classroom: 
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
v=10151991024781815&set=vb.483971381697836&type=2&theater 
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It’s Easy to Get Ahead of the Game -- 
and Gigs, Too….. 

By:  Roger Buehrer, APR, Fellow PRSA, Tenor, Broadcast II and Older N Dirt 

Sometimes we are our own worst enemies in promoting ourselves and our  
barbershop hobby.  I don't know how many times I've heard: "Gosh, we're not 
performing enough.  All we do is practice." 

After coming off the Christmas season, our three shows and the performance 
at the Mars cactus garden, we may be a bit tired of "performing" or preparing 
for it.  But what about the other nine months of the year.  Here are five easy 
things that you can do that may not put greenbacks in the treasury, but they 
can give your quartet and the chorus exposure.  This can lead to future gigs 
and maybe even a new member or two. 

1.  Virtually every major nonprofit organization in the area (and there are 1,200 
of them in Southern Nevada) has a major fundraiser which include a silent  
auction.  Why not put your quartet, or even the chorus (with approval by the 
board, of course), up for auction.  The money goes to a good cause and the 
gig gives you great exposure.  Broadcast II offered a silent auction gig for the 
Girl Scouts.  It raised $230 for the organization and the Christmas party, where 
the quartet sang, generated a potential member and interest in a future paid     
performance.  

2,  Last summer, "Vegas Inc," a local business publication, published a list of 
the largest Residential Care Facilities.  Each of those facilities has a social or 
entertainment director, whose sole responsibility is to entertain the residents of 
the facility.  "The List" included a name and telephone number for each facility. 
That generated five separate performances this past year for Broadcast. 

3.  You've all seen the e-mails that President Steve is looking for someone to 
organize our upcoming "Singing Valentines" event.  Why not take that one step 
further and contact the local wedding chapels to get your group on the list as 
possible "entertainment" for a wedding.  While the notification oftentimes is 
short, there's something special about having a barbershop quartet sing for a 
"quickie wedding." 

4.  In the summer, most church choirs go on haitus.  Meanwhile the music     
director is left with the task of trying to find suitable music as a replacement. 
There are thousands of churches in the Valley, and all face the same problem. 
Why not send a letter to the church and offer your services.  For the past four 
years the Gamble-Aires chorus or a quartet has entertained at University   
United Methodist Church.  It just so happens that two of our chorus members, 
including myself, attend the church.  One of my quartets has already been 
asked to sing this next summer, and we are clearly entrenched in the church's 
summer music schedule. 

5.  City, county, and state parks and recreation departments or social service 
departments, and professional sports teams provide all sorts of entertainment 
for the residents.  Some of these events dictate the need for entertainment -- if 
nothing else than to sing the national anthem.  Reaching out to the directors of 
those organizations is easy and the gigs are usually paid.  I am called several 
times a year to have one of my quartets perform at the Las Vegas Springs  
Preserve for their events.  We have sung for a membership luncheon, Mother's 
Day dinner in the cafe, Christmas time, and served as the opening act to sing 
the National Anthem for a 4th of July concert by the Las Vegas Symphony. 

These are just five suggestions.  It's not hard to get the gigs, but sometimes it 
requires us to don our public relations hats.  It spreads the word about our   
hobby -- that barbershopping is alive and well in Southern Nevada.  You may 
have other ideas, or have had success in other ways of promoting yourself.  If 
so, let our PR VP know, and he'll be happy to share those ideas with us. 
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-- CONVENTION CHATTER! -- 
by Larry Litchfield 

  

FROM THE GENERAL CHAIRMAN:  How time flies! There are but six months until the 2014 

BHS International Convention opens its doors!  Your committee is working very hard to 

make this one of the best Conventions in recent memory...but, to meet our goals, WE 

STILL NEED MANY VOLUNTEERS!  If you’re planning to visit Las Vegas for the Convention, 

your contributing a few hours will help us greatly!  Please go now to 

www.bhsvegas2014.com and enter your information into our computerized volunteer   

database form.  As we get nearer the event, you and other volunteers will be contacted 

and advised where and when help is needed.   
  

Special thanks go to two Silver Statesmen for taking extra steps in supporting the      

Convention:  Philip Spinks went on a business-related trip recently and took a bag of 

Convention pins with him to sell to local choruses in the regions where his meetings were 

held.  He made many sales!  The income from these pin sales goes toward financing the 

Convention.  Ed Cotton sat at our Convention information table at the FWD convention in 

October for two days so the other chorus members could sing in the contest.   The gener-

ous donation of his time was greatly appreciated by the rest of his chorus. 
  

If you haven’t yet decided to attend the Convention, please reconsider what we’re offer-

ing!  The entire Convention will be held in one facility – the magnificent MGM Grand   

Hotel on the Strip!  You’ll never have to go outside in the summer heat unless you want 

to.  Rooms, restaurants, shows and all convention activities (except the Mega Sing) will 

be inside the MGM.  Rooms are available at $129/night plus fees and taxes.  Parking is 

free!  Most importantly, it looks like we’ll be hosting, potentially, one of the greatest   

chorus contests ever.  Finally, if you think you may attend but want to wait to register, 

remember that you get to pick your seats in the Arena on a first-come, first-served basis 

when you register. 
  

The sooner you register, the better your seats!  And don’t take a chance on not getting a 

room at the MGM Grand.  RESERVE IT NOW!  It doesn’t cost you anything to make your 

reservation unless you don’t use it.  You won’t want to miss out on the convenience of 

staying at the MGM Grand.  SEE YOU THIS SUMMER AT THE CONVENTION!      

~ Martin Judd, Convention General Chairman 

  

CONVENTION ‘DOERS’:  The Chapter’s current roster of Convention committee chairs is 

impressive and deserving of recognition.  So here are the guys putting it all together for 

the rest of the world: 
 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE:  Martin Judd, General Chairman; Steve Salmon and Greg 

Dreyer, Vice Chairmen; Wes White, Treasurer; Allison Salmon, Secretary. 
 

STEERING COMMITTEE: Albert Weiss, Quartet Services; Fred Green, Publicity/PR/Civic 

Relations; Randy Preston, Registration; Ross Marty, Staffing/Volunteers/Pins/

Uniforms; Philip Spinks, Auditorium-House; Larry Pechart, Special Services. 
 

SUB-COMMITTEE CHAIRMEN: Stan Ackers, Chorus Services; John Hulbert, Chorus FAM 

(oversees Chorus Managers’ familiarization visits to the MGM in November); Dean Hunt, 

Risers; Matthew Beatty, Webmaster; Peter Feeney, Harmony Foundation; Dave Ken-

nedy, Camping & RV; Ed Cotton, Gospel Sing & Church Service; Keith Pratt, Singing 

With Champs; Fred Goldberg; World Harmony/AIC; Dave Pruszka, Auditorium-Stage; 

Brian Sellnow, Chorditorium; Avona Preston & Becky Halvorson, Barbertots; John 

Lenox, Judges Services; Bill and Jacque Klaus & Roger Anderson, Information Booth; 

Cecilia Pechart, Avona Preston, Hospitality Room.  Thanks, everyone, for your service 

to the Chapter! 
 

     NOTE: Volunteers are still being sought for the Convention’s Daily Bulletin Editor/

Score sheet & Daily Bulletin Distribution positions. (Contact Fred Green) 
 

RV PARK INPUT: Getaway Geezer Dave Kennedy, the 2014 Convention’s RV/Camping 

chair, was joined by his fellow Getaway Geezer (yours truly) on a tour of the Valley to  

locate and assess available RV parks suitable for motor home attendees at next summer’s 

International BHS Convention/Contest.  Check out his final RV site recommendations now 

posted as an easy-to-read graphic on the BARBERSHOP page of The Great Geezer Geta-

way Guys’ new website at:                                                      

www.geezergetaways.org/2014-bhs-convention.html   

This and other Convention information updates will soon appear regularly on the official 

Convention website at www.bhsvegas2014.com now open for business and always be-

ing updated by webmaster/chorus member Matthew Beatty. 
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The 2014 BHS International Convention in  
Las Vegas will be here quickly!  There is LOTS of work 
to be done in preparation.  If you haven’t been asked to 

be a part of the various planning committees, volun-
teer your time and talents!  We Need YOU!! 

We plan to break all attendance records,  
so Get Ready!!   

See Martin Judd and lend a hand.   

http://www.bhsvegas2014.com/
http://www.geezergetaways.org/2014-bhs-convention.html
http://www.bhsvegas2014.com
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2013 Board of Directors 
 

With the close of 2013 and the start of a new year, we want to recognize our inaugural board of directors for 
the first year of existence as the Silver Statesmen chorus.  It was a busy year with more performances 
(eleven!! Counting division & district contests) than we were used to having in past years.  This group of men 
hit the ground running and led the new chapter with determination and set goals that have lit the fires for a 
bright future.  Gentlemen, please accept the grateful thanks of the entire chapter for a job well done. 
 
Left to right (top row):  Wes White - Treasurer, Dave Pruszka - Member at Large,  
Steve Salmon - President, Larry Pechart - VP Program, Albert Weiss - VP Music,  
(bottom row): Martin Judd - Immediate Past President, Ivan Lambert - Secretary,  
Fred Green - VP Marketing & PR, Randy Preston - VP Membership 
 
Not available at photo time:  Larry Litchfield - Immediate Past President, Bill Lusk - Member at Large, 
Ross Marty - Chorus Manager 

 

  

  

Fred Green 

Vice President 

Marketing and 

Public       

Relations 

 

  

Dennis    

Johnson 

Vice President 

Membership 

 

  

  

Brian Sellnow 

Vice President 

Program 

 

  

  

Randy Preston 

Chorus    

Manager 

2014 Board of Directors 
 

With only a few changes, our new board is in place and ready to meet the challenges that 
2014 will bring.  Most of their time and effort will be concentrated during the 1st half of the 
year in preparation for hosting the 2014 BHS Convention here in Las Vegas.  It’s a daunt-
ing task that will take the combined efforts of all chapter members and volunteers from the 
area and around the Society.  This will be a year to remember!! 

 

  

  

Steve Salmon 

President 

Las Vegas 

Chapter 

 

  

  

Ivan Lambert 

Secretary 

 

  

  

Wes White 

Treasurer 

 

  

  

Albert Weiss 

Vice President 

Music 

 

  

  

Bill Lusk 

Member at 

Large 

 

  

  

Dave Pruszka 

Member at 

Large 

 

  

  

Larry         

Litchfield 

Immediate 

Past President 

Gamble-Aires 

 

  

  

Martin Judd 

Immediate 

Past President 

City of Lights 



 
2014 BHS International  

Convention and Contests  
 

July 1-6 
 

Notes from the Chairman 
 

 
 

As this goes to distribution it will be a new year.  You should note that 

the 2014 BHS International Convention is going to happen THIS year.  

Like, in SIX MONTHS.  We’ve already accomplished a lot over the past 

year, a little here and a little there.  But now things really start rolling. 

 

If you are heading up a sub-committee, you need to decide real soon if 

you are going to need some help with your assignment.  If so, you need to 

start talking to your friends and get them involved ASAP.  You should 

already be having meetings with these people and deciding what          

positions you are going to need to fill at the convention and how many 

volunteers you anticipate you are going to need.  We are looking for your 

‘best guesstimate’ at this time.  We can adjust it as we get closer to the event and get more information.  

This ‘best guess’ needs to be in Dennis Johnson’s hands NLT the beginning of February and sooner if 

you can. 

 

ATTENTION ALL SILVER STATESMEN! 

Even if you already have a job to do for the convention, we need you to sign up in the ‘volunteer       

database’.  This can be found at:  www.bhsvegas2014.com.  Just check the job(s) that you are currently 

assigned to and make a note at the bottom if you are a committee chairperson or someone who has been 

recruited for a particular job.  This is so we don’t assign you somewhere else. 

 

Things are starting to come together as far as the convention goes.  Our BIG need is volunteers.  If you 

have friends coming from out of town for the convention, ask them if they would like to help us out.  If 

you know of an organization that does volunteer work and might be able to help us, talk to them or let 

Greg Dreyer, Steve Salmon or Dennis Johnson know.  If you are not currently involved with anything 

to do with the convention, now would be a really good time to come forward and offer to give us a 

hand.  If you have completed your assignment, as many of you have, please see where else you might 

be able to offer your assistance. 

 

If you have any ideas for projects that we could use before, during, or after the convention to generate a 

little extra money for the treasury please pass them on to Greg or Steve. 

 

I hope you had a great holiday season and are now fully rested and geared up for the big job that we 

have ahead of us.  Between shows, contests and the convention, it’s going to be a very busy six months. 

 

 

Martin A. Judd     

General Chairman 
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How Barbershop Pitch Was Born 
Seen in the Voice of Rushmore, Rapid City, SD, Sept 2007. 

 

The summer band class was just getting underway when a large insect flew into 
the room. The sixthgraders, eager to play their shiny new instruments, tried to 
ignore the buzzing intruder, but eventually one student could stand it no longer. 
 
He rolled up his music book and swatted the insect and then stomped on it to  
ensure its fate. 
 
“Is it a bee?” one student asked. 
 
“Nope,” he replied. “Bee flat.” 

http://www.bhsvegas2014.com
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HARMONY FOUNDATION DONORS 
 

We would like to recognize the following chapter members for their involvement in sup-

porting the Harmony Foundation.  The chapter received a check for $614.50 back from the 

foundation because of their donations. 
 

Stan Ackers, Roger Andersen, Larry Butler, Greg Dreyer, Peter Feeney,                

Fred Goldberg,  James Halvorson, Dean Hunt, and Steve Salmon 
 

Our thanks to these men for their generous contributions to this worthwhile program. 
 

About the Harmony Foundation: 
 

   Incorporated as a not-for-profit corporation in 1959, Harmony Foundation International has lead the  philan-

thropic programs of the Barbershop Harmony Society. During the last six years the beneficiary of the charitable 

income has been the education and outreach programs of the Society. 

   Through generous gifts from members and others, the Foundation supports the many philanthropic efforts of 

the Society: 

 music camps and workshops for youth and teachers 

 youth chorus and quartet sponsorship 

 adult leadership training, choral director and performance programs for our members 

 donations of barbershop sheet music to schools nationwide 

 
   Annual giving programs such as the Ambassadors of Song and the President’s Council are the vehicles that 

provide these funds. 

   The Foundation also raises funds for its endowment through the Founder’s Club and the memorial giving 

through the Keep a Melody Ringing program. 

   The Foundation is the organization that promotes a culture of philanthropy throughout the Society membership 

and is the corporate partner that links the donors and investors to the programs that fulfill their interest and    

passion. 

   The Foundation is charged with the responsibility of adding an ever-growing source of charitable income to 

subsidize the members’ dues; both are necessary to operate the Society on an annual basis. It also must raise  

support to fund large project initiatives that advance and grow the Society. 

From the May/June 2007 Barbershop Clippin’s, Dick Cote, editor, Fullerton, CA 
 

THE RISER LAMENT 
By Vince Preece 
Lines written after “Night in Fullerton.” 
 

NOW MY SWEET LIFE IS PURRING GREAT 
LIKE MY OLD PICKUP AT THE GATE. 
AND MY DOG SPOT STILL LOVES MY KNEE 
AND MOMMA BAKES A CHERRY PIE FOR ME. 
BUT - I’VE GOT THE RISER-HURTIN’ BLUES. 
I KNOW THE SONGS, I THINK I DO 
AND I’M SO READY FOR THE SHEW. 
I KNOW THE VOWELS AND DIPHTHONGS TOO 
AND ALL THE MOVES AND DOOPSY-DOS. 
BUT - I’VE GOT THE RISER-ACHIN’ BLUES. 
THERE’S ONLY ONE CONCERN I CAN’T DISMISS 
WILL MY OLD BACK STAND UP TO THIS? 
WILL MY SMALL SPACE ON THAT LONG PLANK 
CAUSE ME TO EITHER SOAR OR TANK? 
YES -- I’VE GOT THE RISER- SUFFRIN’ BLUES. 
HOW LONG, HOW LONG CAN I DISSEMBLE 
THE SMILES, THE NODS, THE LIPS ATREMBLE 
ANOTHER SONG AND YET ANOTHER 
SAD AND GLAD AND PROUD BUT TENDER. 
OH - THOSE RISER-PAINING BLUES. 
SO YE WHO PLAN PLEASE THINK OF ME 
AND ALL THOSE WITH REPLACEMENT KNEES 
AND CURB THE CALL FOR A RISER HOUR 
AND HELP US SING WITH GRACE AND POWER. 
 
 
Editor’s Note:  I think after our three Christmas Shows in one week, there were many Silver 
Statesmen who could relate to this poem!! 



The Year in Review 
 

   This has been a year of firsts.  We have had one of the most         
successful mergers of two chapters in BHS history (at least that's 
what I've been told).  It hasn't always been easy, but from my  
perspective, it really has been FUN! 
 

   We started the year with various men in front of the chorus, 
teaching new music to all and sharing various approaches to   
barbershop performance.  Two months into our journey Jim     
Halvorson was selected to be the Director of the Silver        
Statesmen.  He has done a masterful job of taking us and     
molding us into a better singing machine than we were before.  
The Music Team gave him some repertoire to work with, and a 
very successful show was created out of it.  We had to work hard 
to find places to present it, but we found them and got the job 
done. 
 

   Then came a Christmas show.  We decided to do a joint show with the Celebrity City 
Chorus, our sisters in barbershop harmony.  We got someone with an "outside"             
perspective to write a script for us, and we pulled off three audience-pleasing shows this 
past month. 
 

   It takes more than one or two people to make this all happen.  I thank our chapter's 2013 
Music Leadership Team for ALL their assistance and input:  Director Jim Halvorson,     
Section Leaders Albert Weiss, Steve Salmon/Larry Halvorson, Dean Hunt, BJ Hill; Show 
Chairman Greg Dreyer; Librarian Stan Ackers; Program VP Larry Pechart; and Chorus 
Manager Ross Marty.  Without the input and support of these fine gentlemen the year 
would have been far more tumultuous.  Thanks also to James and Larry Halvorson who 
put together our fine presentation package for our District Convention performance. 
 

   I have learned a lot from my Team as well as from the chorus at large this past year.  I 
want us to be more successful by learning our song fundamentals quicker.  This will allow 
us to work on the higher music and performance concepts that will help our audiences to 
enjoy us more.  I want us to plan better and sooner so we have more time to execute it. 
 

   I believe we had many successes this year, including scoring better at the Conventions 
than we really thought we would.  Our shows were certainly quite well received by our    
audiences, and I hope we can expand our audience in the coming year. 
 

   The biggest measure of our success, however, is the amount of joy each and every one 
of us brings to each meeting of the chapter.  I come to our meetings, performances, and 
social gatherings happy to see everyone enthusiastic and excited about the fact we're all 
now Silver Statesmen focused on the future. 
 

   I look forward to an even better year in 2014. 
 

 
 
It's 2014:  Let's Get READY for International!! 
 
   After all of the hype that has thus far led up to it, we are now in the Barbershop "Year Of 
Las Vegas" (think Chinese New Year style).  I can't help but to be both excited (!) and   
anxious (!!!) about what we have coming up.  It will be a new experience for many that this 
International is all under one roof.  I was excited to meet many of the chorus managers that 
came to visit in November as we showed off our beautiful city and one of our very cool   
hotels. 
 

   This convention is not going to happen by itself, however.  We are being counted upon to 
give our guests the best treatment our city of hospitality has to offer.  You have the          
opportunity to host and hang out with the best quartets in the world.  You have the          
opportunity to host the best barbershop choruses in the world.  Help will be needed in other 
areas:  marshaling performers through the contest staging, making sure equipment is in 
place for performances, ushering in the arena, to name a few. 
 

   I urge you all to consider NOW what it is you are ready to do for this convention.  Please 
do not wait to be asked to do something other than what you'd really had hoped for.  Help 
the chapter out by volunteering NOW!  Marty Judd will really appreciate it (and so will   
everyone else). 
 
~ Albert Weiss 
VP, Music & Performance 

Albert Weiss 
VP, Music & Performance 
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It’s As Easy As A B C                                                                                        
Contributed by Greg Dreyer 

 

Consider how we make choices on a constant basis, sometimes without even thinking too 
much about it.  It seems to happen instinctually.  However, it may be time to consider a   
cognitive way of decision making. 
 

We are all focused on the end result and sometimes just wait for life to give us what it will 
and then we revel in success or cry in despair with the situation.  What if we break it down 
into a simple formula of ABC? 
 

A = Attitude 
 

B = Behavior 
 

C = Consequence 
 

If our attitude is positive, we will perform in a behavior that will give us a successful      
consequence. 
 

If our attitude is negative, we may not even care about what happens or we may even set 
ourselves up to fail (behavior), thus, an unsuccessful consequence. 
 

Although this simple ABC formula will apply to all decision-making, I offer this to the  
members of the Silver Statesmen as a formula for success in our quest for excellence. 
 

If we want to succeed (a positive attitude), we will have to create a behavior that involves 
rehearsal, both on a weekly basis with the chorus and on our own.  The end result 
(consequence) has us more prepared to be instrumental in the success of the chorus. 
Our director has his hands tied if the chorus members do not know the basics of words and 
notes.   We also cannot begin choreography or understand interpretation without the 
knowledge of notes and words.  This is a basic concept that needs to be addressed within 
each member of the chorus.  We start with Attitude!  The rest will follow! 
 

There is a responsibility for each of us to challenge our attitude that guides our behavior to 

find the positive consequence that we have all agreed upon. 
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Just a Few of Our UNSUNG HEROES  

 

     “Doers” make the barbershopping world go ’round!  At the end of 2013 
and the Silver Statesmen’s first year as a BHS-registered chorus, it seems    
fitting to recognize some of our 80+ members who have gone the “extra mile” 
to volunteer and help build and stabilize our Chapter and its great chorus.   
 
     Here are some of them: Joe Payton – Sunshine Chair (who displays deep 
compassion for his flock); Stan Ackers – Librarian (always a thankless job); 
Greg Dreyer -- Show Chair (who seeks out gig venues, writes show scripts 
and handles tasks as nobody else can); Collin and Isaac Salmon, Phillip 
Spinks, Dallas Halvorson, Brandon McNabb and Brian Sellnow (among 
many) – the weekly riser guys who erect and tear them down for transport to 
our storage shed in president Steve Salmon’s pickup; Ross Marty -- although 
our   elected Chorus Manager, his persistent health problems, including a     
recent fall, have burdened him during the year; yet he always rebounds to  
handle his duties with dedication and class; we wish him well and a speedy  
recovery.  Finally, on the ladies’ side of things, we recognize chorus mom   
Ceci Pechart, plus Ann Marty, Ross’s “right hand best pal,” and of course, 
Avona Preston, who has been a weekly fixture at rehearsals and all our 
shows to help keep the behind-the-scenes activities rolling along.   
 
     A great BIG thanks to these people and so many others who contribute their 
energy, time, and talents to the benefit of our Chapter. 
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Silver Statesmen Secretary is a Busy Guy 
 

My Goals for 2014 
 

I plan to continue to evolve the minutes (of our board meetings)
to tell a story.  Yes a story, sort of like learning history.  My 
board of directors minutes can be used by the next Secretary to 
learn the role of each board member.  The minutes also serve as 
a reminder to the board members what goals they have        
committed to and the outcomes achieved to date. 
 

I will encourage members to become active in committees.  The 
more we get our members involved, the more fun we will have.  
This will result in a more enjoyable singing experience.  It is all about accountability. 
 

I will also encourage members to volunteer for the 2014 BHS International Convention.  
Remember, "It’s the Music.” 
 
 

In Case You Didn’t Know 
 

What does the Secretary do besides take minutes at the board of directors meetings?  I 
am glad you asked… 
 

The secretary is responsible for ordering all of the sheet music and learning CD’s for the 
chorus.  He is also tasked with registering the chorus for district contests, to include the 
number of men performing and the songs to be sung. 
 

I feel honored to be your secretary.  This elected position has given me the opportunity 
to learn the role of each board member.  The chorus would not exist without the board 
of directors.  We work together as a team.  We started off last year as a group of     
members striving for a common cause, melding 2 choruses into one.  This was a   
daunting, exciting, and challenging task.  Steve, our president, set the tone.  His         
positive attitude and accountability has paved the way.  Each board member knows 
what has to be achieved.  We have been requested to set goals.  Goals are never 
achieved unless there is a commitment of time, desired outcomes, and end date. 
 

My first year of being Chapter Secretary has been very rewarding.  It has been a great 
learning experience. 

Ivan Lambert 
Secretary 

LET’S HAVE FUN! 
 
                 If you’re not having fun, you’re not doing it right.  That approach can apply 
to a number of things, from your career to relationships.  But it should definitely 
apply when you are engaged in a pastime.  Why would you participate in it if you 
aren’t having fun?  I ask every member of the chorus to think about what they get 
out of participating, and why they enjoy it.  Then, let’s do more of that.  My job as 
the incoming Program VP is to make sure chapter members are enjoying the 
meetings as we work towards our common goals.  I’ve got some ideas for things I 
think people will enjoy, but I’m not a mind reader.  I’d like input from each member 
of the chorus for things we can do to make each chapter meeting as fun as possible 
for every member. 
  

                Obviously, we won’t be able to satisfy everyone all the time.  Many of you have no desire to 
sing in quartets, for example, and when we do quartet activities you end up on the sidelines.  Some of 
you may want more time for socializing, while others want to do nothing except sing.  So we’ll try to 
keep things balanced and interesting.  One thing  won’t change, and that is a continued effort to        
improve on our singing abilities.  Learning the notes and words may not be the most fun thing in the 
world, but if we don’t have that, we can’t do anything.  So let’s get the tedious learning part taken care 
of at home, before you show up for the chapter meeting.  You each know your capabilities – if you need 
extra time, or help from your section leader, then step up and take care of it.  If we can do the non-fun 
stuff on our own time, we don’t have to waste the director’s time.  We can create art instead of having a 
music lesson.  There’s a whole other plateau of performance that I know we can achieve if we try. 
 
                 I think 2014 has great things in store for the Silver Statesmen, and I’m honored (and just a little 
apprehensive) about being the Program VP at this moment in our chapter’s history.  But once the roller 
coaster starts, you’re committed.  So let’s enjoy the journey and have some fun! 
 

Brian Sellnow 

VP, Program 



   
BARBERSHOP  VOCABULARY  EXPANSION 

 

We need a new word to convey the continuing effort we singers expend in maintaining more 

nearly perfect tonality.  Putting that extra concentration on keeping the pitch perfect deserves a 

descriptive word that clearly defines the finesse required to achieve that perfection.    

 

I think that word can only be "sharpulence." 

 

Would you agree? 

 

  

J.D. Massa (Bass) 

Silver Statesmen Chorus 

Life Member BHS 
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Silver Statesmen Calendar 
(Board Meeting-1st Saturday at 9:30 / Music Team Meeting 1st Tuesday at 7:00) 
 
NOTE: A date with No Rehearsal means not under the direction of Jim Halvorson.  It may be a Dark Night, 
Social Night, Party Night, Summer Boot Camp, etc.  These nights will be under the direction of the Program 
VP or Music VP and their teams. 
 

2014 
JANUARY 
 2 First Rehearsal 
 10 Installation Banquet (Italian American Club) 

28 – 02 BHS Midwinter Long Beach 
FEBRUARY 
 14 Singing Valentines 
MARCH 
 21-23 Spring Convention + SW/SE Division Conventions (Riverside CA) 
APRIL 
 10 2nd Annual QT Contest / B-Day Party 
 24 (Nevada Big Give Day) 
MAY  
 31 Annual Show Summerlin Library 
JUNE 

TBD        Annual Show Flamingo Library 
7 Father’s Day Pancake Breakfast  

JULY 
  1-6 BHS International – LAS VEGAS 
 3-31 Chapter Activities  
AUGUST 
 23 Ice Cream Social 
SEPTEMBER 
 3 First Reading of Proposed Officers 
 25 Chapter Officer Elections 
 27 Combined Activity with Sweet Adeline’s 
OCTOBER 
 10-12 District Convention (Fresno, CA) 
 16 Chapter Activity 
 23 Kick off November Giving Campaign 
NOVEMBER 

TBD       Installation & Awards Banquet 
27 No Rehearsal (Thanksgiving) 

DECEMBER 
 13 Annual Christmas Show (Ham Hall / Horn Theater) 
 18 No Rehearsal 
 25 No Rehearsal 



The Nugget is your newsletter and vehicle for sharing information, stories, and news about the 

chapter, chorus, quartets, and the people in them.  To make it interesting and a fun read, I would en-
courage all of you to provide articles for publication, photos of quartets in action, our members, chorus 
on the risers….. Anything that you find interesting and would like to see in the newsletter to share with 
others.  NOTE:  Alex Mercer-Lead, owns HotShotz Photography and has volunteered to act as our 
official chapter photographer.  Thanks, Alex.  Your skills are greatly appreciated!           — Editor 

 

Gone to Join Our “Forever Chapter” 
 

We’ve seen the recent passing of our brothers in harmony, Jim 
Davis and Ron Chick.  We wish to express our deepest sympa-
thy to the families of these great guys and want you to know that 
they are truly missed by their “riser buddies” in the chorus. 
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So, Why  The Merger? 

THE REASONSTHE REASONS  

S ome of our chorus members and folks in 
the community have asked why we decided 

to merge. Here are some reasons and considera-
tions that both chapters carefully weighed in 
the early planning stages.  

   1. QUALITY: Both choruses were having 

difficulties attracting quality singers, which impacted 

on-stage performances community wide. This 

contributed to smaller audiences and fewer funds 

with which to support our respective organizations.  

   2. RECRUITING: Prospective members had a 

difficult time deciding which chorus to join. Now 

there’s only one option and no competition between 

the two chapters.  

   3. HEADCOUNT: One large chapter creates a 

broader pool of singers and, thus, more active 

“doers” to help grow the organization...plus more 

men onstage to create a better “sound”.  

   4. THE ECONOMY: It took a “dump” and 

caused both choruses to fight for a share of family 

entertainment dollars and a smaller pool of potential 

supporters.  Audiences could no longer afford to 

support “shows” by both choruses in a limited 

marketplace...so both suffered revenue declines.  

   5. VISIBILITY: Offering professional-level 

musical performances will generate larger audiences 

and gate receipts, so that multiple presentations of top-

quality shows can be offered in various Valley sectors.  

   6. COMMUNITY SERVICE: One chapter would 

provide a stronger, better ability for promoting 

locally an important mission of our national parent, 

the Barbershop Harmony Society: encouraging, 

through local schools and other venues, the participa-

tion of our Valley’s youth in the pleasures of singing 

a true American art form – barbershop harmony.  

   With today’s slowly improving economy and 

assessing our future, merging just made sense 

and was the right thing to do!  – LL  

So, Why  The Merger? 

THE BENEFITSTHE BENEFITS  

FF ollowing are some things that already are 
under way or loom on the horizon as the 

newly-merged chapter takes its first “baby 
steps”: 

    One consolidated, expanded music library. 

    A combined chapter board comprised of the best 
people from both former chapters. 

    A greater opportunity from significant others to 
help the new chorus prosper via a Ladies’ Auxiliary. 

    One barbershop chorus to promote via local 
media. 

    A need for just one costly promotional video. 

    Creation and maintenance of only one website. 

    Eliminate audience/media confusion in distin-
guishing between two separate barbershop choruses. 

    Only one newsletter and one editor. 

    An opportunity to create an historic local 
repository, possibly open to the public, for all 
barbershopping in Las Vegas since its inception 
more than a half century ago. 

    And, lastly, a single-source of promoting locally 
an important mission of our national parent, the 
Barbershop Harmony Society: encouraging, through 
local schools, the participation of our Valley’s youth 
in the benefits of singing authentic barbershop 
harmony in schools and community choruses.   – LL  

A QUICK LOOK BACK… 
 

Now at the end of our first year as the Silver Statesmen, I thought it would be good to remind 
ourselves of the reasons for the decision to merge the City of Lights and the Gamble-Aires      
choruses into one.  When the reasons and the resultant benefits of the merge are considered, we 
wonder, “Why didn’t we do this sooner?”  Our first year together has been a huge success.  We 
should all be proud of what we have accomplished during the past year and look forward to an 
even brighter future. 


